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Editorial 

This is the last online edition of the Village News.  Thank you to 
all villagers – young and old - who have contributed to the 18 
digital editions published since 3rd April. 

We are indebted to Gemma Davis, for our cover picture and to 
Jon Sims both for his photograph taken after the recent 
downpour and his article on Godshill, Isle of Wight.  Thank you 
to Sunny Dayz and the Toddler Group for their submissions 
which show that life is gradually getting back to normal for our 
younger villagers. 

This week we have taken advantage of our cost-free digital 
pages to feature the work of two of our talented local writers, so 
we have the two concluding episodes of Charlie Cochrane’s  
story about the secret life of Isabella Beeton and the opening 
pages of Charlotte Milne’s novel ‘Come in from the Cold’.  

The next edition of the Village News will be delivered to your 
door in October.  The deadline for submissions is 6pm 12th 
September.  Please note that the address for submissions is 
editors.villagenews@gmail.com. 

Readers will remember that we advertised for a new Joint 
Editor and Copy Production Administrator in February and 
March 2020.  These posts have now been filled by Chrissi 
Knights and Onize Ehinlaiye respectively.  The vacancies arose 
because David and Hilary Smith are moving away from the 
village.  We would like to thank them both for the detailed 
instructions and patient advice they have given us to enable the 
change of regime.  They are a tough act to follow and we will try 
not to let them down. 

We wish them every happiness in their new home: they will be 
missed. 

 

The opinions expressed in this publication are those of the writers and not 
necessarily those of the editors 

  

mailto:editors.villagenews@gmail.com
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Nursling and Rownhams Parish Council 

Report for July and August 2020 

Parish Council Meetings 
Due to the Coronavirus Covid-19 situation, Parish Council 
meetings will be held via Zoom until further notice.  The next 
meeting will be held on Tuesday 8th September 2020 at 
7.30pm.  If any resident wishes to take advantage of the 10 
minute public question time please contact the Clerk on 02380 
736766 or email clerk@nandr.org.uk.  You will be provided with 
a code to log in and will be able to ask questions during the 10 
minutes allocated for this purpose.  The agenda will appear on 
our website  www.nandr.org.uk . 

Parish Council Vacancy 
A vacancy has occurred due to Cllr Holly Broomfield having to 
move away from the area.  At the meeting held in July, Holly 
was thanked for her services and the excellent contribution she 
made during the time she was a councillor.  The position was 
advertised on our website and the notice boards.  There was no 
response from residents to request an election therefore the 
Parish Council is now in a position to co-opt.  

Village News 
The Parish Council wishes to thank David Smith who, for over 
23 years, has been a joint editor of the Village News.  David, 
and his wife, Hilary, who also assisted by carrying out all the 
typesetting, are moving from away from the village after being 
residents for many years.  David and Hilary also were 
instrumental in setting up the Job Seekers and IT Drop-in 
advice centre that operated from the Village Hall on the second 
and fourth Wednesday each month.  Along with colleagues, 
they offered considerable knowledge and experience from 
industry and commerce, the NHS, and the higher education 
sector.  They also provided help with IT matters and email 
support to job seekers to review CVs and application letters.  
David also became involved with the Community Association as 
Treasurer and carried out an excellent job to enable the 
Community Centre to be transferred from HCC and set up as a 

mailto:clerk@nandr.org.uk
http://www.nandr.org.uk/
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CIO (Charitable Incorporated Organisation) and became one of 
the Trustees. 

David and Hilary’s contribution to Village life will not be 
forgotten and the Parish Council sends its best wishes to them 
in their new location. 

Graffiti on new Bridge 
Residents will have noticed the considerable amount of graffiti 
that has appeared on fence panels and on the concrete 
supports visible when driving along the M27.  The contractors 
were warned about this possibility during the construction 
phase and were asked to apply anti-graffiti paint in anticipation 
of such an occurrence.  Sadly, this was not carried out therefore 
Highways England is now left with the task of cleaning the 
concrete and fencing and then, hopefully, applying an anti-
graffiti coating to the affected areas. 

If anyone has any knowledge of the identity of the graffiti 
“artists” please contact the Parish Council. 

Travellers 
Further plans are being made to protect the recreation ground 
and other open spaces.  It has been noted that comments have 
been made on social media about a specific vulnerable area 
associated with recent events.  The Parish Council is well 
aware of the situation and had already arranged for additional 
work to be carried out.  As this requires a certain amount of 
earth movement, during the last few months, the ground has 
been too hard for the machinery hence work has been delayed 
for several weeks.  This work has not been advertised 
deliberately because travellers also have access to social 
media.  Therefore, for obvious reasons, we do not wish to 
advertise any weaknesses that may exist.  We would also 
respectfully request residents to observe the same protocol. 

Fly tipping 
In order not to break the law, please ensure that should you 
wish to engage the services of a contractor to remove waste, 
you only use one that is a licenced waste remover.  A few 
weeks ago, a bed, shower tray and decorating material were fly 
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tipped on the southern M27 access road off Rownhams Lane.  
If you witness activities that look suspicious please contact 
TVBC on 01264 368000 and report your observations. 

Village Hall & Community Centre 
A project team has been actively working on the necessary 
changes required under Government guidelines in order to 
reopen both community facilities as soon as possible.  The loss 
of the facilities has affected village life and some residents rely 
on the social interaction provided.  Hopefully there will not be a 
second lockdown which will enable a quick recovery. 

Hedges and roadside foliage 
This is another reminder to residents to ensure that 
overhanging vegetation for which they are responsible does not 
obstruct pathways and road users.  Foliage must be cut back to 
the inner curb line of the pavement to enable the whole width of 
the pavement to be accessible. 

It is recommended that the trees are surveyed every three 
years to ensure that Highway specifications are met. 

Tree Preservation Orders cover many of the trees in the Parish 
and any work must have permission granted by TVBC prior to 
commencement.  The application form can be downloaded from 
www.testvalley.gov.uk go to Building & Planning, Landscape & 
Trees, Tree Advice, where you will find plenty of helpful 
information and application forms.. 

 

 

 

  Please note that the email address for 

the Village News is: 

editors.villagenews@gmail.com 

 

 

http://www.testvalley.gov.uk/
mailto:editors.villagenews@gmail.com
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Report by Borough Councillors - Phil Bundy & 
Alison Finlay 

July & August 2020 

Travellers 
At a meeting of the Full Council in September, Phil will present 
a motion requesting TVBC to write to central Government to 
make trespass with a vehicle a criminal offence.  At present, 
trespass is a civil matter and there are a number of legal 
loopholes to jump through to obtain action to remove unwanted 
trespassers.  This has been made law in Ireland and is often 
the reason why the UK is visited by the travelling fraternity 
during the summer months every year.  There is hardly any 
community in the UK that does not report public or private land 
being occupied by a large number of caravans on an annual 
basis.  This situation results in the landowners picking up the 
very huge costs of reclaiming their land and the subsequent 
clean up.  Hopefully this will receive unanimous support from all 
Councillors. 

Cycle Link Improvement, Test Lane, Nursling. 
The new cycle link along Test Lane has been completed except 
for final completion of post and rail fencing alongside a ditch. 
This will improve the sustainable travel facilities for local people, 
employees of local businesses, commuters travelling between 
Southampton and Romsey, and for leisure cyclists. 

Government publishes latest reproduction number (R) and 
growth rate 
The Government Office for Science stated that the R number 
(the average number of secondary infections produced by 1 
infected person) in the UK continues to be between 0.8 and 1.0. 
In the South East, it is estimated to be between 0.8 and 0.9. 

The Government Office for Science has also updated the 
growth rate (which reflects how quickly the number of infections 
is changing day by day).  In the UK, the growth rate is -4 % to 
0% per day. In the South East it is -5% to 1%. 
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Local Covid-19 data 
The County Council’s latest weekly data was published on 
Friday (21 August).  The data showed a total number of cases 
in Hampshire of 5,217 and 59 new cases. 

Hampshire’s overall infection rate is 378.3 cases per 100,000 
population.  The county’s current weekly rate stands at 3.7 
cases per 100,000 population, compared to the England weekly 
rate of 11.9.  The overall trend in the infection rate is increasing 
across Hampshire districts. 

There have been 1,061 Covid-19 associated deaths in 
Hampshire since March, and two deaths in the last seven days 
- the trend in the number of deaths continues to decline. 

Large gatherings and attempted events 
Hampshire Constabulary reported that officers across 
Hampshire have dispersed a number of large gatherings and 
groups attempting to host a party or rave in open spaces this 
summer.  Since May, the police have attended seven incidents 
described as large gatherings or raves.  On all occasions, 
officers have attended and engaged with the groups who have 
then left the area when asked to do so, meaning that no 
enforcement has been required. 

Police officers will continue to ensure large outdoor spaces are 
included as part of patrols to deal with people gathering in large 
groups or causing anti-social behaviour.  The public are 
reminded to report concerns by calling 101, or reporting online. 

Illegal gatherings 
The Home Office has confirmed that a new criminal offence for 
people organising or facilitating unlawful gatherings comes into 
force on Friday 28 August.  Those facilitating or organising 
illegal gatherings of 30 people or more may face a £10,000 fine. 

Self-isolating after returning to the UK: your employment 
rights 
The Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy has 
published guidance for employees and employers on self-
isolating after returning to the UK. 
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Guidance: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/self-isolating-after-
returning-to-the-uk-your-employment-rights 

UK government secures new COVID-19 vaccines and backs 
global clinical trial 
New in-principle agreements have secured 60 million doses of 
the Novavax vaccine and 30 million doses of the Janssen 
vaccine.  Ministers have also agreed in principle to co-fund a 
ground-breaking global clinical study of the Janssen vaccine.  
The next phase of clinical trials is expected to begin later this 
year to look at whether providing 2 doses of their vaccine 
candidate to participants provides long-term protection against 
coronavirus. 
Announcement: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-
government-secures-new-covid-19-vaccines-and-backs-global-
clinical-trial 

 

 

 

  

Advertisements for Village News 

20p per word for ‘pay per word’ adverts 

£15 for quarter page adverts 

£30 for half page adverts 

£60 for full page adverts 

Please post payment to 33 Horns Drove, S016 8AG by 6pm 

12th of preceding month.  Cash or cheques payable to 

‘Nursling and Rownhams Parish Council’. 

Full details can be viewed on the back page of October’s 

Village News. 

 

https://scanmail.trustwave.com/?c=17268&d=3ZO-36mTnatFCbJRUbQ4ajLYPbn6KiUWsNHnvWf4NA&s=200&u=https%3a%2f%2ftestvalley%2eus20%2elist-manage%2ecom%2ftrack%2fclick%3fu%3d665ea61e9b50f31d900a12e7e%26id%3d35f3f47eaf%26e%3d794a4fbfcb
https://scanmail.trustwave.com/?c=17268&d=3ZO-36mTnatFCbJRUbQ4ajLYPbn6KiUWsNHnvWf4NA&s=200&u=https%3a%2f%2ftestvalley%2eus20%2elist-manage%2ecom%2ftrack%2fclick%3fu%3d665ea61e9b50f31d900a12e7e%26id%3d35f3f47eaf%26e%3d794a4fbfcb
https://scanmail.trustwave.com/?c=17268&d=3ZO-36mTnatFCbJRUbQ4ajLYPbn6KiUWsNfns2ilbw&s=200&u=https%3a%2f%2ftestvalley%2eus20%2elist-manage%2ecom%2ftrack%2fclick%3fu%3d665ea61e9b50f31d900a12e7e%26id%3d944831a1c8%26e%3d794a4fbfcb
https://scanmail.trustwave.com/?c=17268&d=3ZO-36mTnatFCbJRUbQ4ajLYPbn6KiUWsNfns2ilbw&s=200&u=https%3a%2f%2ftestvalley%2eus20%2elist-manage%2ecom%2ftrack%2fclick%3fu%3d665ea61e9b50f31d900a12e7e%26id%3d944831a1c8%26e%3d794a4fbfcb
https://scanmail.trustwave.com/?c=17268&d=3ZO-36mTnatFCbJRUbQ4ajLYPbn6KiUWsNfns2ilbw&s=200&u=https%3a%2f%2ftestvalley%2eus20%2elist-manage%2ecom%2ftrack%2fclick%3fu%3d665ea61e9b50f31d900a12e7e%26id%3d944831a1c8%26e%3d794a4fbfcb
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Letters to the Editor 

From An Anonymous Resident 

Threat Alert 
I wanted to bring this to your attention so that it can be 
mentioned in your newsletter to warn local residents. 

On Thursday 13th August at 8am, a friend of mine was walking 
her dog along the Test Way walk from Mill Lane.  She was 
suddenly approached by a man who appeared from a bush.  He 
was holding a can of beer and after seeing her started to undo 
his belt.  Luckily my friend’s dog barked to protect her and she 
ran away with no harm and called the police once home in 
Totton.  She described him as 6ft tall, grey hair and aged late 
50s to early 60s. 

The following day, Romsey police got in touch with her for any 
more information as they had received reports of similar 
incidents featuring the man described in the Romsey area. 

My friend and I just wanted to make people in the area aware of 
the situation. 

 

From A Local Resident 

Litter in Tesco Centre 
Has anyone else noticed the increase in litter around the gate 
onto Dairy Lane next to the Tesco Distribution Centre?  On one 
of my recent walks along there I noticed quite a lot of litter, 
including discarded cups which looked like they had come from 
a drinks machine or water dispenser.   I have seen Tesco staff 
standing by the gate on (smoke) breaks and there is no bin 
provided for rubbish so it just seems to get thrown down. 

I have written to the Manager at Tesco and asked them to deal 
with the problem, as the litter gives a poor impression of how 
Tesco regard the local area, so I hope that the problem will be 
dealt with promptly. 

 

(The following reply was received. Ed) 
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Response from Tesco Manager 

 

 

 

  

Defibrillators 

If you come across someone who is not breathing or breathing erratically, the most important 

thing is to call 999 and start CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation).  If you are on your own, do 

not interrupt the CPR to go and get a defibrillator.  When you can, send someone else to find 

one.  Once the defibrillator is open, all you have to do is follow the spoken instructions.  You 

will find your nearest ones with public access located outside: 

Village Hall in Nursling Street 

Community Centre in Horns Drove 

It is there for anyone to use on someone in cardiac arrest.  The 999 operator will tell you the 

code to gain access to the equipment.  The machine gives clear spoken instructions. You do 

not need training to use one. 

Once in position, the defibrillator detects the heart's rhythm.  It will not deliver a shock unless 

one is needed. 

For more information see  https://www.bhf.org.uk/heart-health/nation-of-lifesavers/using-

defibrillators 
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Après le Déluge 

 

Photo credit: Jon Sims 
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God’s Hill 

It’s a funny place, Godshill.  Along a main road where, as a 
pedestrian, you take your life in your hands, lie a string of what 
some regard as tourist attractions and some dismiss as holiday 
tat, a contrast epitomised in the model village where the miniature 
buildings and people hover in the region of kitsch while the bonsai 
planting around them is superb.  This village is the epitome of a 
seaside holiday resort except that it is right in the middle of the 
Isle of Wight, miles from the main areas of seaside holiday 
accommodation.  

You can leave all this behind by seeking out a secretive side lane 
leading to hidden steps.  These climb steeply to the medieval 
church, several centuries apart from the consumer excesses 
below.  More remarkable than the church itself is its ancient 
graveyard.  Where you might normally expect to see a melee of 
monuments ranging from pristine marble to the weathered and 
illegible, here you will find row after row after row of (mostly) 
upright stones in a limited range of designs but all seemingly of 
the same age, mottled with moss and lichen, a veritable army 
waiting patiently in neat ranks.  It is as though a plague had swept 
through and some hundred victims took advantage of a bulk buy 
on gravestones.  The ground seems to bulge with burials, filled to 
capacity and topped off with this ossified array, as if to say 
enough, no more.  And it has always looked thus.  

Thirty years ago I was taking my first look at this marvel and, 
having wandered, wondered and pondered, I was making my way 
out of the churchyard via the wrought iron gate which leads to the 
main approach, a more gentle, asphalt incline than the 
aforementioned stairs, although still a considerable climb.  This 
road rises between stone cottages of glowing perfection, the sort 
which you should not consider unless money is no object, even 
before you encounter the maintenance costs.  The inhabitants of 
the graveyard, denizens of a simpler, agricultural past, would 
doubtless be horrified at the current value of their once humble 
dwellings.  

This incline is served by a hand rail which, as I headed down the 
slope, was being utilised by a gentleman of considerable age as 
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he half walked, half hauled himself, hand over hand, up towards 
the church.  When I describe him as a gentleman it is because he 
had that air: immaculately dressed, military style blazer with 
neatly knotted tie and a bearing which defied the weight of years 
which bent him towards the ground.  He paused to take a breath 
and steady himself.  I paused alongside him.  

‘Can I offer you any assistance?’ I asked, hoping I wasn’t 
sounding too condescending.  

Turning as though he hadn’t previously noticed me, his mind 
perhaps far away, he smiled gently.  

‘Thank you,’ he said in a voice as precise as his bearing, ‘but I 
have managed steeper hills than this in my time.’  

Summoning my own experience, I summoned images of 
Cumbria, maybe Snowdonia.  In what I hoped was a 
conversational opening, I asked him which hills were these.  He 
looked at me knowingly.  

‘Oh,’ he said, in an almost casual manner, ‘Mont Blanc, K2, 
Annapurna.’  

The look on my face must have expressed my admiration, along 
with the implied reassurance that I would not dream of intervening 
in his final climb as he made his way up God’s hill.  We simply 
exchanged best wishes for the rest of the day and I made my way 
down the lane, accompanied by a wry, chastened smile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jon Sims  
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Mrs Beeton – The Untold Story, Part II 

I had assumed that I’d be involved in nothing more daring than 
using my language skills to translate messages or perhaps 
performing important but routine administrative tasks.  I knew it 
couldn’t turn out to be the equivalent of one of my brothers 
being asked to serve his country, taking the Queen’s shilling 
and going off to join a regiment.  Nobody had the foresight to 
allow women to be in the army or the navy.  

In 1854 I moved to Paris - not back home to Epsom, as my 
official biography says - where I learned to make pastry for a 
business, Pierre’s, who kept the diplomats fed, including with 
patisserie of the choicest kind.  You will recall that we were 
embroiled in the Crimean War at the time and the French were 
our allies.  But people don’t easily forget and the Hundred Days 
War was within living memory for some.  The French had been 
our enemies time and again throughout the ages and, 
according to Mr Murchison and his colleagues, there was 
always a risk that they would be our enemies in the future.  In 
short, the British government didn’t trust them. 

So my way of serving my country?  It began with keeping my 
ears open and reporting back what I heard.  The business had 
been carefully vetted by the French government and was 
trusted implicitly, as it employed waiting staff who spoke the 
minimum of the local argot, staff who could hear what was 
being said and not understand a word of it.  That was true for 
the vast majority, although one or two of us were fluent.  That 
was the hardest part of what I did, playing ignorant.  I was 
helped in it by one of the manageresses, who knew the 
standard trick used to attempt to catch out new employees, so I 
was prepared for it.  I think that to the end of my time they 
nobody suspected me of being anything other than a nice, not 
very bright English gal whose attempts to learn a foreign 
language were far less successful than her development as a 
pastry chef. 

Those we waited on thought they’d taken enough precautions 
in terms of security - alas for them, they hadn’t.  We knew that 
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any outgoing correspondence - whether personal or from the 
business - was routinely monitored, although the degree of 
monitoring had lessened over the years.  That was no doubt 
helped by those to whom we sent our secret yet in plain 
sight messages dropping hints into the appropriate ears (the 
French spied on us, too!) that the information had come from 
elsewhere. 

Still, what better to lull those who monitored us into a false 
sense of security than a stream of recipes sent home to one’s 
sister?  I’m proud to say that was my idea, rather than hiding 
messages in letters home describing one’s visits around the 
sights of Paris or mild romantic encounters with French 
gentlemen.  Mr Murchison was delighted and suggested I might 
include in the first such missive that I was being rather naughty, 
smuggling out these French recipes, although surely I was to be 
forgiven, as they were so superior to our English ones.  The 
person who checked our mail must have smiled at that and, 
hopefully, lowered his guard further.  Such silly English 
mademoiselles. 

Silly English mademoiselles who were keeping those in London 
informed of all the key discussions they’d overheard. 

Did I ever go further than simply baking pastries, serving them 
and keeping my ears open?  A lady never speaks about such 
things; however, I would simply note that such things went on 
and that secrets were heard in bedrooms that might have been 
heard in board-rooms.  Polite society frowns on such things, but 
were not both Rahab and Mary Magdalene heroines, despite 
their profession? 

I digress. 

Returning to the matter of my career, I was brought back to 
London after a year - a young woman can’t appear to take too 
long to learn the pastry-makers art - and it was only then that I 
discovered Mr Murchison was in charge of the entire espionage 
operation for her Majesty’s government.  One would never have 
thought it of him, given that he resembled nothing other than a 
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kindly yet shrewd solicitor but I suppose therein lay his success. 
The secret hidden beneath the innocent exterior. 

He introduced me to another gentleman, although this one’s 
appearance was more in keeping with his role within the 
organisation.  Mr Quentin resembled a mad professor, such as 
might step out of the pages of a novel, and he was employed to 
produce all manner of strange devices.  An umbrella that had 
concealed within it a firearm.  A fine hunter watch which could 
carry enough poison to kill the population of a small village.  
The collodion process was of particular interest to him - if one 
could obtain a truthful record of, say, a diplomat caught in 
flagrante delicto, how useful might such evidence be were one 
to want a favour from said man? 

Mr Quentin and I were very taken with each other, although not 
in a way that would have later threatened my burgeoning 
relationship with Samuel.  When I was in Paris, I learned a little 
about life, including the fact that some gentlemen didn’t seek 
the company of women.  To use another Biblical example, 
David and Jonathan.  Mr Quentin was another such.  I don’t say 
that simply based on my suspicions: he found me a sympathetic 
ear as well as being a useful colleague and it must have been a 
great relief to him to be able to mention such things, even if in a 
highly veiled manner, to another person. 

We had such fun working together, as well.  Once I saw what 
he did, I began to have ideas and although I had no notion of 
how to put these into practice, he did.  We eschewed food 
laced with poison, not simply because that’s a trick as old as 
time.  It’s also one that’s easy to overcome, with that other old 
trick, the poor innocent food taster.  The type of thing we 
preferred was an elegant gateau with a timing device inside it, 
that would explode at the precise moment you wished it to.  A 
moment at which you could be far away from the blast and the 
shrapnel.  How easy to dispose of one’s enemies by delivering 
such a delicious form of death? 

We never quite mastered producing a serving dish with a 
hidden photographic device inside, although Mr Quentin 
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managed a passable humidor that could capture blurred 
images.  Alas that we couldn’t find a way to produce an image - 
or whatever you might call it, a living transcript, perhaps - of 
what was said over post-dinner cigars once the ladies had 
retired. 

Such larks we had in his laboratory, although I have to confess 
we nearly blew London sky-high on at least one occasion.  
Chemistry and mechanical engineering, I found, bore a great 
resemblance to cooking.  The importance of the correct method 
and accurately weighed ingredients, how vital it was to use 
appropriate utensils and secure quality of produce.  One can’t 
produce a proper Yorkshire pudding in a china dish and neither 
can one substitute a test tube for a flask.  One needs to work 
methodically and with care, although there is still room for a 
touch of instinct or flair. 

As I have been quoted as saying, “The kitchen is the great 
laboratory of the household, and much of the 'weal and woe' as 
far as regards bodily health, depends on the nature of the 
preparations concocted within its walls.”  That could equally 
have applied to my adventures with Mr Quentin. 

Charlie Cochrane  

Advertisements for Village News 

20p per word for ‘pay per word’ adverts 

£15 for quarter page adverts 
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12th of preceding month.  Cash or cheques payable to 

‘Nursling and Rownhams Parish Council’. 

Full details can be viewed on the back page of October’s 

Village News. 
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Sunny Dayz News           

Times are still changing and although we all 

want to get back to whatever normal was, we have to still abide 

by government guidance in order to keep safe. 

Plans for a full return in September have been underway for a 

while now, we look forward to getting started. 

We welcome more children than ever, which is wonderful.  

Sunny Dayz is flourishing!!  Thank you to everyone who has 

recommended us.  You are very kind and important in helping 

Sunny Dayz to build up a positive reputation.  

A huge virtual hug and good luck to all of our school 

leavers who will be starting their new big schools very 

shortly!!! 

  

I would like to thank Georgina & Gideon’s Mummy and 

Grandma for creating our wonderful Sunny Dayz Sandwich 

wraps for all of our school leavers to enjoy.  Happy Picnicking!! 

      

Sunny Dayz is a fun place to play and learn.  Please give us a call if you 

would like a space for your child.  See the contact details below. 

Sunny Dayz small in size – BIG on caring! 

We are a small, friendly Pre School set in St Johns church hall; 

We are open from 8.30am – 3.30pm every week day. 

If you would like to find out more information on our Pre School, please ring on 

07868247936 

Email: enquiries@sunnydayzpreschool.co.uk 

Or alternatively have a look at our website  www.sunnydayzpreschool.co.uk  
 

WE WILL MISS YOU ALL 

http://www.sunnydayzpreschool.co.uk/
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‘Come in from the Cold’ 

Here are the opening pages of Charlotte’s novel.  Charlotte 
explains that she likes a happy ending and is not keen on too 
much misery and so her books could be categorised as 
‘contemporary romance’, though she is not too keen on the ‘r’ 
word herself and prefers the term ‘contemporary fiction’.  

Chapter One 

November 2001 

At her age, Annie thought crossly as she hefted two suitcases 

into the spacious spare bedroom, she shouldn’t be moving back 

in with her parents, however comfortable it was.  Charlotte, her 

mother, closed the thick curtains, shutting out the vista of wet 

and leafless trees in Holland Park, and pulled the embroidered 

silk bedcover to one side.  She leant up against the pillows in 

preparation for a session of mother/daughter bonding and 

Annie shifted an old leather suitcase to one side to make room 

for hers.  This room was becoming more of a storeroom.  

‘Heavens, Mum!  What on earth have you got in here?  It 

weighs a ton!’ 

Charlotte made a face.  ’I know.  I must do something about 

it.  It was my mother’s and I never got round to it after she died 

because it was locked and I never found the key.’  She 

sounded guilty, as if procrastinating were her personal sin. 

‘Well, why don’t we burgle it and do it together?  It’s a foul 

day, you’ve done your practising and I’m in decluttering mode.’ 

Her recent departure from the marital mansion had brought on 

a tornado of disposal to charity shops, eBay and recycling 

centres, and a huge effort to keep herself busy and not think 

about her husband.  Ex-husband. 

Charlotte laughed.  ’You’re so good for me.  I’d think about it 

and find some excuse not to, but it would be less depressing to 

do it together.  How will we get into it?’ 
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‘A screwdriver would do the trick.’  Annie peered at the case. 

‘No, we’ll need a hammer too.’  

‘And a waste bin probably.  I hope it’s not full of unwashed 

clothes.’  

When Annie had unpacked, Charlotte fetched the tools and 

they hammered the latches open.  It was full to the brim with 

envelopes, loose letters, diaries, notebooks and a few photos. 

Charlotte heaved a sigh and picked out a notebook.  

‘Oh! My goodness!  Her petty cash books.  She wrote down 

every penny she spent and if the cash book didn’t balance, she 

went into a tailspin thinking she was bankrupt.  Look, 1950, 

bread 4d, a pint of milk 3d.  And six eggs 8d.’  Charlotte 

dropped the notebook in the bin and picked up another. ‘I 

wonder if they have a historical value?’ 

Annie shook her head firmly.  ‘I doubt it.  Let’s sort 

everything into separate heaps.’  The chaotic contents 

gradually became orderly, if still unknown, piles.  Picking up a 

crumpled folded sheet, Annie opened up a child’s wax crayon 

scribble.  Meandering blue lines, singed edges.  There was a 

spidery adult scrawl in the corner.  ‘Peter Aug 15’.  

A jolt passed through her - an electric frisson similar to the 

prickle induced by a creepy story.  

‘Mum?  Take a look at this.’  

Her mother put down the notebook she held and took the 

paper from Annie’s hand.  She became very still.  ‘Peter.  It 

must be my brother.  He died when he was three.’  She seemed 

stupefied.  ‘How is it possible for this to have survived?  The 

house was bombed!’  Her voice was a whisper and Annie saw 

tears in her eyes.  Her own eyes went blurry, something that 

occurred rather too frequently these days.  

‘I knew your brothers died in the war, but I didn’t know what 

happened.’  
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Charlotte took a breath and folded her hands in her lap. ‘I 

don’t know what happened either.  Mummy hated talking about 

the war, even before she got ill.  They lived in Portsmouth and 

the house was bombed.  The two boys,’ she blinked, ‘my 

brothers, were killed, along with my grandmother.  I don’t know 

how or why my mother survived.  I think it was 1944, but I don’t 

know the date—that paper says August 15, but was that the 

date of the bomb, or when she made the note?’  She looked 

down at the scribbles again.  ‘Isn’t that the most heart-rending 

thing you’ve ever seen?  A little boy - two little boys.  Before 

their lives had even begun.’  She put a hand to her mouth.  

‘They were never quite real before.’  She stared down, a thumb 

stroking over the faint waxy marks. ‘How did she keep her 

sanity?’  She paused. ‘I’m not sure that she really did.’  

The front door opened and closed with its habitual thunk, 

and Charlotte’s sombre face lit up with the smile that Annie had 

always adored.  Whenever Will appeared, Charlotte was happy.  

‘Hello, darling.  We’re in here.’  She got up and met him with 

a hug and a kiss.  

‘Heavens - what are you doing?’ he said, dropping a kiss on 

Annie’s forehead as she lifted her head to him.  ‘Are you 

bringing us more clutter?’ 

‘No, it’s Granny’s suitcase.  We’ve broken into it.  Look, 

Daddy.’  She gave him the charred paper and pointed to the 

notation.  ‘We think it must have been Mum’s brother Peter, and 

this somehow survived the bomb.’  

Her father peered at it.  ‘She kept it all those years.  I expect 

it was all she had.  How very sad.’  He looked at the various 

piles of paper.  ‘Have you been through the letters yet?’ 

‘No.  It’s a bit daunting, but tantalising too,’ Annie said. 

‘Perhaps we’ll discover a bit more about what happened.’  

Will glanced at Charlotte. ‘It’s probably time it was gone 

through.  You’ve always put it off since she died.’  
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Charlotte sighed. ‘I know.  But it’s difficult to head-hop from 

my concerts to Annie’s… difficulties, to sorting out my mother’s 

stuff.’  

Familiar self-reproach rose in Annie’s throat, like sickness.  

‘I’m sorry.  This whole mess has been such a pain for you.’  

Will shook his head and put the backs of his fingers against 

her cheekbone.  The comfort of it made her want to cry.  

Charlotte was brisker.  ‘You’re the last person who needs to 

be sorry.  But now the worst is over for you and you’re out of 

that house and away from wretched Justin.  Dealing with Mum’s 

papers is a bit daunting as I don’t feel I have either the time or 

the energy to do it, but it has given me an idea.’  She looked at 

Annie hopefully.  ‘Perhaps you might think about doing the 

research I always wanted to do, but never had time for?  I’ve 

always wanted to find out about my father, John Elliott, and why 

my mother was so reluctant to tell me about him.  I think he was 

a teacher before the war - before the navy - and I’ve wondered 

what happened to him, and when and how and where he died.  

And the bomb that killed my brothers - it was in Portsmouth, I 

suppose, but I’m not sure.’  She lifted her shoulders helplessly.  

‘I feel rather sad, not knowing anything, but I wouldn’t know 

where to start, and these days everything happens online.’ 

Annie laughed.  ‘And online is not a place you want to be.’  

Will grinned.  ‘My darling dinosaur.  You can barely use a 

phone, and email is pretty tricky.  You’d better leave the online 

bit to Annie.’  

Charlotte Milne 

 

If you enjoyed the opening of Charlotte’s novel, you can find 
more information here: 
https://wewritestuff.wixsite.com/home/charlotte-milne 
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NURSLING AND 
ROWNHAMS 

TODDLER GROUP 
 

Toddler Group is currently closed.  We are hoping 

to reopen on 29th September, using the 

appropriate government guidelines.   

Hope to see you all soon! 

During this time, we are having to limit our numbers so for the duration our 

toddler group will be £3 entrance per family.  Please book your space by 

texting your name to Tammy on 07868247936 

 

OPEN EVERY TUESDAY FROM  

9.30AM – 11.30AM, TERM TIME ONLY 

AT NURSLING & ROWNHAMS COMMUNITY CENTRE, HORNS DROVE, SO16 8AH 

WE WELCOME PARENTS, GRANDPARENTS, CARERS, 
BABIES AND CHILDREN UP TO THE AGE OF 

5 YEARS OLD. 
 

WE HAVE A LOVELY WIDE SELECTION OF TOYS AND ACTIVITIES TO KEEP THEM 
ALL ENTERTAINED, SO POP ALONG AND JOIN US – NO NEED TO BOOK!  

 
Alternatively, please see our Facebook page:  

https://www.facebook.com/Nursling-and-Rownhams-Toddler-Group-

170372686348395 

  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiLsbGsgZTOAhVKlxoKHWpWCVsQjRwIBw&url=http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?image%3D1053&psig=AFQjCNEFV4CCvYOrUTBrg8ney6E3NRfZCA&ust=1469721475974053
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Mrs Beeton – The Untold Story, Part III 

I started courting Samuel in those days, although I only 
revealed to him the secret of what I’d actually been doing the 
last few years when I discovered that he also knew Mr 
Murchison and was called on by him, on occasions, to help out 
via his publishing work.  You can imagine the scene as Samuel 
and I strolled through Kew Gardens together only to come 
across Mr M admiring some roses.  The ensuing conversation 
was heartening for both of us, removing the load of secrecy 
we’d both had to bear.  I often wonder if Mr M engineered that 
supposedly chance encounter, although I haven’t asked him 
directly.  Let it be his little secret. 

That shared bond made our relationship stronger and closer: it 
was natural that he should ask me to marry him and for me to 
accept.  It was also natural for me to carry on my work - 
sometimes in conjunction with Samuel, sometimes on my own.  
Not all married ladies of my acquaintance were allowed, or 
expected to enjoy, such a degree of freedom and responsibility 
that wasn’t bound up with the running of a household. 

I continued the practice of sending out messages, via the 
magazine and so on, although this time it wasn’t sharing 
information I’d discovered.  One of Mr Murchison’s agents, a Mr 
Basildon, supplied me with the keywords they wanted shared 
and I weaved them into the seemingly innocent recipes and 
articles on how best to run a household. 

Remember I mentioned: 

The white Aylesbury duck is, and deservedly, a universal 
favourite. Its snowy plumage and comfortable comportment 
make it a credit to the poultry-yard, while its broad and deep 
breast, and its ample back, convey the assurance that your 
satisfaction will not cease at its death. 

That was a commission from Mr Basildon, who wanted all his 
contacts to be on the lookout for Daniel, Stanley and Thea, who 
usually met on the seat at the end of the road, by the sand.  Not 
that I understand exactly why this sort of information was 
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important, it but I was assured that those who read it would.  
Samuel suggested it wasn’t really a case of three people 
meeting to admire the ships passing.  He wondered if we were 
dealing with a code within a code, the words each having a 
secret meaning which, when combined, formed a coherent and 
important message.  We believe there is about to be an 
escalation in the Opium War, or some such thing.  Beware of 
foreign agents operating in the Grimsby area. 

There are plenty more example, but I won’t bore you with them. 
Open the book or the magazines and root it out for yourself, like 
a little sow might root a choice truffle, as Mr Murchison quaintly 
put it.  Perhaps you might be able to interpret the information 
better than either Samuel or I could.  Still, we were paid well 
and had the satisfaction of knowing we were doing our bit for 
Queen and country. 

If I have one lingering regret about how I discharged my 
service, it is that my experiences might have left a lasting effect 
upon my health and the health of my children.  All that time I 
spent with Mr Quentin, playing with substances of one sort or 
another.  No matter how safe we tried to keep ourselves, 
inevitably I came into contact with chemicals - on occasions I’d 
walk in and the air would be a perfect fog of noxious fumes.  
Could that have caused all those problems I had in bearing a 
child to full term and then rearing it safely?  Mr Quentin himself 
says it is possible, although Mr Murchison always, as so often, 
kept his own counsel.  I have subsequently discovered that 
another woman who worked alongside me in Paris has suffered 
in a similar fashion.  I dread to think what went on there to 
cause such an outcome but perhaps, as Samuel says, it’s 
merely a coincidental run of bad fortune. 

That was a certainly a period of our lives beset with its troubles. 
Mr Murchison called to see us one day, a very unusual 
occurrence, to say that it might be best if we discontinued the 
messages for a while.  Certain folk had become suspicious and 
he didn’t want to expose us to any potential harm.  By which he 
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would have also meant that he didn’t want to expose Her 
Majesty’s government to any scandal. 

We, of course, agreed to his suggestion, although I did point 
out that my Household Management book was already out and 
should we attempt to recall it?  Mr Murchison felt that would be 
unwise.  What a stir it would cause, even if we hid it under a 
cloak of addressing concerns of plagiarism.  Simply best to stop 
hiding the messages and keep our heads down. 

That strategy, I’m afraid, didn’t work.  While we no longer 
played an active role, our past activities carried long-lasting 
repercussions.  Just as long lasting as I suspected my playing 
at science with Mr Quentin had proved to be.  We’d been party 
to enabling communications to take place, communications that 
had ultimately led to people being killed.  Casualties of war, Mr 
Murchison called them, necessary deaths that had happened 
for the ultimate benefit of the British nation.  If Britannia were to 
continue to rule the waves - as well as many parts of the land - 
then we had to accept there would be casualties.  On both 
sides. 

It is an unusual set of circumstances in which one gets to read 
one’s own obituary and tributes, although one might do so with 
a degree of trepidation if one felt they might not be universally 
complimentary.  I didn’t bother with mine, with one exception, 
being too busy trying to establish my new life in a way that 
would be convincing to my neighbours, distant as they were.  
Folk are far nosier in the countryside than they are in a city 
such as London or Paris. 

Mrs Beeton was dead, of puerperal fever, the day after giving 
birth to a son.  She was buried at West Norwood.  She most 
definitely wasn’t recovering from her labour in a house just 
outside Romsey and the coffin certainly hadn’t contained large 
lumps of stone bound together to feel like a body.  The tears on 
the face of my husband undoubtedly weren’t the result of one of 
Mr Quentin’s chemicals, cunningly applied to a handkerchief to 
dab near one’s eyes. 
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Samuel, bless him, played his part beautifully, I’m told.  Such a 
tribute he produced for me: 

Her works speak for themselves; and, although taken from this 
world in the very height and strength, and in the early days of 
womanhood, she felt satisfaction - so great to all who strive with 
good intent and warm will - of knowing herself regarded with 
respect and gratitude. 

Over and above those heartfelt words, I was delighted to see 
the message he had slipped in there for me, using words we 
had planned the connotation of beforehand.  Fort, as in hold the 
fort, be strong for us. Host, meaning thank your hosts for being 
such a help in our need.  Other things which are purely private 
between a man and wife. 

After my “death” I stayed at Embley Park, a lovely house with 
delightfully spacious grounds.  Mr Murchison had arranged it all, 
of course, having connections to the family in a similar way to 
us.  One of the daughters in the family, with whom I 
corresponded frequently, served her country and her fellow 
beings in many ways, some of which could only be discussed 
by those who had experience of such things.  I believe she 
found it useful to confide in me. 

For the next twelve years, Samuel and I conducted our 
marriage in a circumspect way, not wishing to draw suspicion 
upon ourselves or the family whose guests we were.  I settled in 
one of the lodges, where Samuel would visit me when he was 
“Down in Hampshire for the fishing.”  Sometimes he brought 
young Mayson and Orchart to see me and they would stay for a 
few weeks, enjoying the country life.  He’d told them I was their 
aunt, a fiction we maintained until they were old enough to be 
told the truth and understand its context.  Of all the sacrifices I 
made in the greater cause, that was the most painful. 

While the lives we led hardly represented an ideal situation, it 
was better than the alternative of carrying on as we had been, 
but constantly in fear.  Besides, as we reminded ourselves, 
others had made greater sacrifices for their country.  
Eventually, though, our past began to catch up with us again: 
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we had perhaps underestimated the tenacity of our enemies 
and their net drew in around Samuel.  When it became plain 
that we could no longer carry on our life without becoming 
under suspicion - and perhaps also risking the safety of my 
host’s daughter, whose fame was spreading - Mr Murchison felt 
he had to move to the second part of his plan. 

There must have been no end of laws broken in both Samuel’s 
case and mine - surely it’s a crime to forge a death certificate? - 
but, naturally Mr Murchison smoothed over all that side of 
things.  From something Mr Quentin mentioned, Mr M was quite 
used to dealing with such irregular matters. 

So now there were two coffins full of rocks in the cemetery at 
West Norwood and a simple country couple living in the lodge 
at Embley, one of whom enjoyed making pastries and who both 
took care of their “nephews”.  We played host as well to the 
daughter of the family and I hope that our frank and well-
informed conversations were of benefit to her.  While we no 
long played an active role in serving our queen, we could act as 
mentors to those to whom we passed on the baton. 

You will find in my book the line, “Dine we must and we may as 
well dine elegantly as well as wholesomely.”  Let me rephrase 
that and apply it to the world rather than to the table.  “Live we 
must and we may as well live usefully as well as safely.” 

Which, reader, we did.  A household who had been stirred by 
many events, but never shaken.  

Charlie Cockrane 
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Tommy Cooper Hour 

My daughter came up to me the other day and started colouring 

the top of my arm.  She was just looking for a shoulder to 

crayon. 

To the person who invented 0: thanks for nothing. 

A man was arrested for stealing Samsonite luggage.  His 

solicitor said it was possibly one of the hardest cases he had 

ever dealt with. 

An entire city has gone missing overnight in Yorkshire.  Police 

are looking for Leeds. 

My search to find a house in a cul de sac has come to a dead 

end. 

You can tell I live a stone’s throw from the beach: all my 

windows are broken. 
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